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Largescale testing,programs are 'commonly.defined as efforts
0

to determine student achievement one school, district, state, or

national basis. Further,' the're.cent initiation of state asses ent

programs has developed as a corollary of demands for accountability

in public education. As educational expenditures-have risen, coupled

with increased competition for fewer available dollars,.the demands
.

for educational accountability have likewise increased; so,much so,

that accountability has become a preeminent concern'of,equcational

decision-makers. Typically, state departments of education and local
. ,

school' districts have initiated large-scale testing programs for -the

purpoSes o'f providing the necessary data 'for more ,i.norme

. ::.
....: -,.....--i ._ making and for use in judging the effectiveness of stateso -,-._-
-.... sa., ..- = s - ;_/-s f,-,

*<:: :'",, i ',. -r
-, r-
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schooling efforts: Hy comments day will address and b

decision,-

d local

limited to

themore commonly cited uses of state and local district tasse sment

pr grams.

1 would like td begin with a point-by-point review of the

implications of some proposed uses of state assessment data.

1. Allocating sta

in instructio

-grants-in-aid to alleviate, weaknesses

1 programs.

Use of state

accurate inte

.made, from sta

41.

ssessment data for this purpose assumes that

pretations about instructional weaknesses can be

ewide test data.

,Prepared for a SyMvps
Test Results held at-

Reseaich Association,
.s

ium-onOis6eminetion and Utilization of Large-Scale
the-Annual Meeting of the American Educational
San Francisco, Californilv-April 1976/
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,ActdallT, although test data are aeusefur-indicator of program
10-

,

;

strength and weakness', only a limited number of programs can

be reliably and validly measured with Present instruments and

resources. Allocation of state'funds only to programs in which

* measurement is, possible carries the risk of diverting.resources

from plogiams less amenable to measurement. This could_work

I

particular hardshilron upper grade and,high school programs where

diversity and specialization of offerings may be the key to quality.
.

'Another problem is the need to take into account the social,

economic and educ tional factors in the adult community that in

large measure appear to determine levels of,studeht'achievement.

To illustrate; in the Portland. districttwh2re regression equations

are used to predict mean, achievement scores for sch ols from SES

data, such as median family' income, percent stud nt attendance,

median-grade completed for adults 25 years an older, percent free

lunches,"etc., multiple correlations of .8' .9p are commonly

found. ;The stillt-ingly high correlation f group-Mean SES and

achievement data suggests there is li tle value in reporting and
1

J,

comparing achlevemet scores of sc .ols, school systems, or regions
.

', data.
I

. .

In the absence of such
. communities- especially,

aow or high socialand,econo c cbarecterist.ics cannot be regarddd

,as haying especially poor o outstanding-educational progfams

simply because the child en score low And
-,.,

achievement-tests.

A third problem is he effect,both direct and indirect,

distributing fund- on the basis of.test.scordSmight have, IX

.3



low gthievement were used as a Measure of socio - economic deprive-
.

tion,it would overlap criteria for funding programs such as are.

found in Title I and state f naNd,equalizatiOnprograms. Used
_

.. ., ,

as a measure of financials nee ityoukd-also,maktiit firianciall.
. -- ___ - ,,, ,,

$,'- 1

profitable for school systems to maintain weak 'programs.

2. Designing instructional support programs for teachers.

State curriculum deVelopmeht andi4n-serviceprograms,could-be

based upon statewVe test information showing comparative strengths.,

and Weaknesses among areas of learning, on the basis of performance

related to standards, .or orCthe)basis of achievement trends. An
:

mporpant caution that should be observed, howeve, is that state-
,

t-

ide data may not b"tapplicabl-e` to any one district, so such

planning should be in the-form-of'support for those districts, in

which other data confirm that -a general-weaknessdiscoltrdd through

state assessment does in fact apply to them.,

-

With reference to the,setting of performance standards in state
.. ,.

ssestment programs, the followingshokad be considered,. The

teachment of standirlis 'to criterion dr goal referenced testS,
.

,
i

a mainstay of state assessment, is based upOn 'the mastery'

CO cept which is most effectively appliedfte''

acq iring lecific'Oformation:orv,skills for specific purposes.
, _ . - , . ,

within finite time.liml.ts. The.thastery concept does not apply
d -

(

. nearly y-as appropriately, If at, all, to long,t,erm developmental

*
typesoflearning such as are repwpntediri reading, writing,

and math problem souring. If we attempt to set standards on thit

type of learning, they will,aimost invardably create pressures, . 1.
,

for some students and be too easily achieved by Others.

16
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Since the designation of arbitrary standards for total o, r \

\\\-specific goal performance has many illOgical and potentially

damaging aspects, it is recommended that state support- service

allocation not be based on Performance in relation to standards.

A much sounder criterionis longitudinal evidence of declining

performance.

One further Commentshould be made about inferring need for

support services from statewide test data. To deduce that a

downward trend in achievement in itself implies less adequate

,instruction, or that increases reflect better instruction over

time; is unwarranted without additional data. Changes in

character of student populations can affect achievement levels,

in a state as well as in a locality. Achievement is also

associated with general attitudes of youth, The social protests

of the'mid-60'S and manifestations of this movement such as the'

dru culture, appeared to have a depreising effect on student

achievement. It is doubtful that allocation of additional

resources to in- service education, could have-prevented a decline

du ing this period.

r

3. Developing state planning statements and priorities.
..

-' Planning statements of a state educational agency should reflect

a s Rport and monitoringiRosture rather than an instructional.

management-41tent. If uniform goals or -standards'for local

districts are set..,,in state educational agency planning,statements,
\ I

local ;needs anti, priorities may be set aside eventlibugh they are
, -
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;more valid indicators of local needs. It may be appropriate to

s t -statewide priorities, but monitoring of local performance

such priority areas should not be of such character as to

rorce local resources and activity to be directed toward that

eneral need unless there is clear evidence it is also a need-

f
/

that local system.

4. e\'71in state minimum standards for schools.

easureMe procidUies required for this proposed use are

somewhat unclear. State minimum standards for schools should

concerned with whether or not local districts are achieving

their own goals, given the assumption of local curriculum

etermiriation. No specific standards of achievement should
.

included in state minimum standards for schobls,'since a

iven level of performancemay be excellent in one district

nd very commonplace-in anot e , depending upon the social,

conomic, and educational condition of the community population.

ven if these factors could be controlled, setting this type

standard could have adverse effects on educational programming,
i

\
s ch as the inevitable diversion ofjesources toward the

a hlevement of the - tandard, however difficult, or even impossible

dt may be for some

*5. Re ' ortln and makin recommendations to the'L slature:\,

s commonly cited use of,larger-scale-test results is not het ful

witto t definingth types Of reports and recoMm endations

hildren:

env dione . One'po sitle type. a& recommendation, allocating

gran in aid resour es an the basis of test results, has already
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been evaluated. Othetypes of reports could be 4rely infor-.
mational.

Reports on comparative achievement among districts should be

scrupulously avoided because of the ease with which uch infor-

mation can be misinterpreted and misrepresented for political

purposes. Experience in several stAite§ reveals such misuse to.

be, a -predictable consequence of this type of analysis.

6. Determining if students are acquirinCsurvival level" skills

or "minimum competencies".

Quite frankly, although attention to "strvival skills" or.

minimum competencies" is approaching epidemic proportions'

among state legislatures and educational agencies, I have

serious misgivings about the movement and the putely politIcal

responSe it appears to repreSent. It isell,to adopt acautious

if,not wary attitude toward simple d4finitiottW of minimum or

turviaI competen6ies when the skills, knowledge, attitudes; and

values needed to survive axe so dependent on individual differences.;

While one can sympathize with public frustration over basic, skills,

lack of consumer education, weaknesses in .vocational training,

student indifference to rights of others, and dthericoncerns,

it seems more appropriate that such concerns should be addressed

\ providing, programs that respond to. individual as well as group

needS\in,these specific areas Ofvconcern rather than'struggling

to define minimum learnings that all must acquire.



7. Determinin the extent, t. whi students in a state have%

attained the skills knowled and attitudes reflected in

the educational :oals of th

Achievement tests of, the e usually found iri state assessment

testing cover such a limi ad area of state policy concerns that'

their value for this pu fuse needs to be placed in perspective.

If one examines the. of a number of states, it will:be

found that they vary w in .characCer. Some define broad

areas of learning; some specify personal-social qualities that
I

eduCation should help citizens acquire; some refer to procedures

and Programs to be established; some to equity in allocating'

resources or providing dppo tuntties; some tocompetencles that

students should. acquire. Yen where state goalg define broad

areas of leatning,lachievement testis of the type found in state'

assessment programs provide such.limited Coverage that they
.

hate only limited usefulness in assessingattainment of such-

goals..

Of greater importance, however, is ,tie inherent conflict 'between

local curriculum 'determination and the assumption of a common

. .

curriculum that is necessarily embodied-in statewide tests. .;
, ,

Although this lacktof
.
congruence is probabl3P within acceptable

4
,

.

'

limits in Cpnvention-based,stuaies .such as language and "Mathe-
.

.
,

.

problem

... .

ma4icsfr It is a great prablem in such important , curricular areas
, , , .

.

-
." ../as science and social studFes.
i'

1,,i, ,,, 1,,,,

- 1 .
... ,

i
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testing has traditionally beer} ,elementary reading,-language.-

8

Uses of Local District Testing Programs

At this. point I would like to'comment On some uses of large-

scale testing in school., districts and some conditions that. should be

'met if such uses are to be realized.. It should be observed that

since local school districts have the delegated authority t9 estab-
\ r.

lish,spetific cu icula, valid measurement of outcomes is at least,

theoreticall \possib and this eliminates one of the major problems

faced by state testing pl grams, 1.e., the inability to collect data

that adequately represents Curriculum of any partictlar school

district. Also, since focal districts are the basic unit of educa-'

tional management, and evaluation is an essential function of manage-

ment, the obligation clearly rests upon the local district to determine

if the learning outcomes of the System are being realized. This

should be the. purpose of city testing. Where this capability

exists, it will be possible to conduct evaluation of ongoing prograMs,

'evaluation of specially funded programs, and research and experimen-
.,

tation. Based upon the informatidhprOduced by ,testing for these

basic
N.

.purposes, management decisions can be made about program opera-

tion and resource allocation,-and.the public can, be informed about the

effeitiveness 'of regular, special,. and experimental programs.

,

It is necessary at this juncture-to--discuss some realit'ies or
- .

-
,.; ,..

,
conditions t at must be%addressed if

.

school district testing programs

are' effectively to serve the,uses just described. While-0he heed
1

._

fOr local district information about goal attainment iseperf-evident;

ii

.

school districts generally'provide'.for itpnly in those areas where
r i

4
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and mathematics, -and a smattering of.coverag e of other subjects at

the elementary and secondary level: This has primarily been due to

teveral major ob'SLLes rent in developing measurement to, other

4.

-,

:N
4\

areas ofoleerning., I -should l'ke to comment briely on these

obstacles, for in a way it is unprofitable to speak,of uses of tests

,

when so many-of thoseluteS cannOt bd tealized because 'of the inability
.

, Y . , .:\t.
Of school sykems and test publishers,to produce the tests necessary'

,-
;,

to provide total curriculumPcoverage.-

k

-A first Obstacle pis the difficulty of producipg well- defined

outcome,statementi in 'local districts. Efforts I. lave observed to
t;) '

'define behavioral objectives have -been particularly disapp inting in

quality and utiiity for instructional planning andevaluatl. n, In

t1-Nr-,Potland area we have spent,foUr years developing cl,eary stated
,

'learning outcomes (called .course gOAs) in twelvemajor areas of

instruction (Art, Biologicel.& Physical Sciences, Business Education',
,1 e

Health Education,HOme 'Economics; Industrial gddcatioraLanguage.

. Arts, MatheMaticsMusic, .Physical Education Secor Language, an&

Social Science). Thissiis a tompretiensive and cardftlly assified Set,
,

6

of learning outcomes and its purpose is to' enable teacheti toselect.

, ,

rattier than create such statements. This certainly ,does not solve
.

the problem making the U
.

se of goals operational itinsteuctiddal

planning and measurement, -but it is aniMportant first step,

4 second obstacle is the diversity oif philosophies and'instruc-
--

tional approaches ericountered among teachers and instructional
,--.,

.
.

.. ., . ,.
)

, specialists. Thii is a Special problem -in the Sciences and social,

..
,.

studies, but is something of'a problem tn, almost eQery field ',.)f learning., .
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..One aspect of this complex problem in the science area is failure to t"

distingUish between processes of acquiring, organizing, and interpret-

1

4

ing existingisciptific: information and 'processes,of inquiry employed

by.scientists to discover and validate information..:. Another is the

senseless argument between adyocates of process and product learning.

Another, in social studies, is the failure to acknowledge' that concept

learning must be defined by the informational loading given the con-

cepts. Still another is the failure to acknowledge that outcomes are
t

just as clearly ,needed and useful in interdisciplinary 'planning as for

planning within a structured field of learning.

A third major obstacle to extending measurement to all fields

in which it is needed is the rigorous and resource - consuming require-

went of local test development; yet ,local. test development'is

essential if validity is to be achieved within the framework of local

,

curriculum autonomy. ,

A fourth obSiacle is the failure of many teachers to distinguish'

be ween means and ends of instruction; a problem that has been ingrained

by tra itional dependence on ttxts and other support materials. This

deters to cher ability and willingnesS to define measurable outcomes

of learning.

This catalog of obstacles is'intendedlto convey the seriousness

of problems to be faced if valid and reliable-local measurement is to

be achieved in enough areas;of learning to enable testing programs to

be seriously regarded as a tool for local, management decisions. The

. problem obl.'tiously compounds for'state measurement lorograMs based on

1,
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assumptims'of common goaV when in:reality'common goals.do not, and

according. to princfples-of local control,-.should not exist.

1 °

'Finally, in Oregon, the new state minimum standards calf for
°le

P

school systems to.defTne goals for, all courses offered, and this,
' -'- e

I believe, is a big step toward enabling valid 'local measurement,, to

be developed. But it will' noz itself carry Us past the obstacles I.
t '

have outlined; for almost infinite variation of dchis.e goalS are

still permitted within these gadelihes. Answers, if they are to be

found, will probably lie in'devistngmore effective processes for

making infonmadi and defensible judgments abqut what specific learning

the courses and programs of,school systems should be held accountable

to produce.

Pt°
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